Arms of the University

The principal elements incorporated in the Arms of the University are the blue of the sea, the gold of the sand and the red of the Illawarra flame tree. The open book often used for educational institutions has also been included.

The blazon is:
"Azure a Book expanded Argent bound and clasped Or on a Chief of the last three Cinquefoils pierced Gules".

Advance Australia Fair

Australians all let us rejoice, For we are young and free;
We've golden soil and wealth for toil, Our home is girt by sea;
Our land abounds in nature's gifts, Of beauty rich and rare;
In history's page, let every stage, Advance Australia Fair;
In joyful strains then let us sing, Advance Australia Fair.

Gaudeamus Igitur:
Gaudeamus Igitur
juvenis dum sumus;
Post jucundam juventutem,
Post molestam senectutem,
Nos habebit humus.
Vita nostra brevis est,
Brevifinietur;
Venit mors velociter,
Rapit nos atrociter,
Nemini parcetur.

Vivat Academia,
Vivant professores;
Vivat membrum quodlibet,
Semper sit in flore.

Translation:
Let us be joyful therefore
While we are young:
After youth that brings joy,
After old age that brings grief,
The grave will take us:
Our life is short,
Soon it will be finished:
Death comes quickly,
It snatches away violently,
It will spare nobody.

Long live the University,
Long live the professors,
Long live every member,
May they ever flourish.

The Ceremonies

Thursday 14 December
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences

Thursday 14 December
Faculty of Arts
Faculty of Law

Friday 15 December
Faculty of Engineering
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences
Faculty of Science

Friday 15 December
Faculty of Creative Arts
Faculty of Education

Monday 18 December
Faculty of Education

Monday 18 December
Faculty of Commerce

Tuesday 19 December
Faculty of Informatics

Tuesday 19 December
Faculty of Commerce
About the University

The University of Wollongong was founded in 1951 when the then New South Wales University of Technology established a division at Wollongong. Ten years later the division became a College of the University of New South Wales. In 1975 the University of Wollongong became an autonomous institution and in 1982 amalgamated with the adjoining Wollongong Institute of Education (which had been founded in 1962 as the Wollongong Teachers’ College).

Originally established as a provider of tertiary education for engineers and metallurgists required for the burgeoning steel industry, the University has developed into an internationally recognised teaching and research institution. It was recently announced as a joint winner of the “University of the Year” Award for 2000-2001 making it the first university in Australia to receive this prestigious award back to back. Last year the Good Universities Guides award was in recognition of the University’s “Outstanding Research & Development Partnerships” (1999-2000) while this year the University was acknowledged for its efforts in “Preparing Graduates for an e-world”. The University of Wollongong is one of the largest sites of information technology and telecommunications research in the Southern Hemisphere. Other areas of research expertise include superconductors, intelligent polymers, steel processing and products, microwave technology, smart foods, social and cultural change in the Asia Pacific region, biomedical research, medical radiation physics and multimedia.

On the teaching side, the University combines traditional academic values with innovative teaching and advanced technology. The modern campus, with its learning and support systems and highly qualified staff, offers a personalised study environment for all students, both domestic and international.

The University’s teaching programs are developed to meet the demands of the world market. It has a satellite campus in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates and offers courses in Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and the Maldives. At home, the University has established a permanent campus in the Shoalhaven together with access centres in Batemans Bay and Bega.

The total student enrolment now exceeds 13,000 with international enrolments representing more than 70 countries. Since its foundation, the University has awarded over 40,000 degrees and diplomas. In 1998 some 3,200 students graduated including 76 from the University’s satellite campus at Dubai and 22 from courses offered in Hong Kong. Over 5,000 students are expected to graduate in 1999.

The University Mace

In the Medieval tradition, the mace is a symbol of the University and the Chancellor’s authority as its head, and is carried before the Chancellor on formal occasions such as graduation ceremonies. It is carried on the right shoulder of the mace bearer.

The University of Wollongong mace is constructed from stainless steel and the head is a stylised form of the Illawarra Flame Tree flower from the University’s coat of arms. The exterior surface of the mace has a rough finish, symbolising the heavy industrial area of Wollongong, while the stamen of the flower is smooth and highly polished to indicate the University’s position as a centre for the city and the region. The mace also contains three timber inserts made from one of the three original Moreton Bay figtrees which were a feature of the campus and were estimated to be 500 years old.

The mace was both designed and made by Gino Sanguineti, a local artist, and presented to the University in 1988.

---

Good Universities Guides

UNIVERSITY OF THE YEAR
Preparing Graduates for the e-World—Joint Winner 2000-2001
Outstanding R&D Partnerships—Joint Winner 1999-2000
The Ceremony of Graduation

The University of Wollongong has offered university studies for nearly 50 years and is known for its energy and innovation in fields ranging from creative arts to communications technology. Since its foundation the University has awarded more than 40,000 degrees and diplomas. This University looks towards the 21st century but, in the customs and ceremony of a graduation, it asserts its inheritance from the first Universities of the 12th and 13th centuries. For nearly 900 years, universities have educated and trained leaders of society and produced ideas and instruments of great social and scientific change. Yet, they proudly retain medieval traditions that still visibly celebrate both the achievements of the scholar and graduate and the Universities’ long commitment to the search for knowledge.

The academic titles and terms of address, the music and, especially, the academic dress distinguish and colour a graduation ceremony. The gowns are modified versions of medieval university dress: all masters and scholars were then members of the clergy. This university has chosen blue gowns for all diplomas and for the Bachelor and Masters degrees. The hoods, originally a useful head cover, are lined with different coloured silks and trims to denote the type of award – for example, the Bachelor of Arts hood is lined with gold silk and the Commerce hood with emerald green. The degree graduates wear blue, tasselled trenchers or mortar boards which were introduced in 13th century Oxford and Cambridge.

The dress for the doctoral degrees, for example Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) and Doctor of Creative Arts (DCA), is distinguished by red facing on the blue gowns and black velvet Tudor Bonnets with coloured tassels. The higher doctorates of Science, Letters and Laws have red gowns faced with blue and a Tudor Bonnet tasselled with silver, gold and purple respectively.

The Chancellor, gowned in black brocade trimmed with gold lace and braid, is the chief dignitary and leader of the university community. The Chancellor presides over meetings of the governing body, the University Council, and confers degrees and diplomas in Council’s name.

A graduation ceremony is in many ways an historical pageant but is, above all, a celebration of individual achievement and the continuing role of the university.
Presiding Officers

Mr Michael Codd
Professor Gerard Sutton
Mr David Rome
Mr Jim Landgridge
Ms Gillian Luck
Professor Anne Pauwels
Assoc. Professor Robin Handley
Professor Rob Castle
Professor Brendon Parker
Assoc. Professor Graham Williams
Professor John Patterson
Professor Rob Norris
Assoc. Professor Nita Temmerman
Professor Sharon Bell

Chancellor
Vice-Chancellor
Vice-Principal (Administration)
Vice-Principal (International)
Academic Registrar
Dean, Faculty of Arts
Dean, Faculty of Law
Dean, Faculty of Commerce
Dean, Faculty of Engineering
Acting Dean, Faculty of Informatics
Acting Dean, Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences
Dean, Faculty of Science
Acting Dean, Faculty of Education
Dean, Faculty of Creative Arts

Ceremony 1 - Order of Proceedings

FACULTY OF HEALTH & BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES
9.45am Thursday, 14 December 2000

The Procession
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall.

Processional Music
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur)
National Anthem

Welcome
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel will open the proceedings.

Presentation of Awards
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor John Patterson
Acting Dean of the Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences.

Musical Interlude
"Cantique d’amour" by Franz Liszt (1811 – 1886) Performed by Lisa Baraldi on piano.
(Lisa is majoring in piano performance as part of her BCA)

Presentation of Awards (continued)

Occasional Address
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Ms Petrea King.
Petrea King is known and respected nationally as a leading voice in holistic healing. Ms King's bestselling book, "Quest for Life", tells the true story of her work with cancer and HIV patients. She is the founder of the Quest for Life Foundation and currently Program Director at the Petrea King Quest for Life Centre at Bundanoon. In 1992, Petrea King received the Advance Australia Award for her work in crisis counselling.

Vote of Thanks
Ms Emma Quaile, B Nurs, will speak on behalf of her fellow graduates.

Conclusion
The Chancellor will close the proceeding.
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires.

Recessional Fanfare
Ensaladas (16th Spanish)

Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the ceremony (catering by the UniCentre)
FACULTY OF HEALTH AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES

Diploma in Applied Science
Pauline Max Carlon

Bachelor of Arts
Catherine Adams
Natalie Anne Beaumont Owles
Deborah Louise Blackwell
Kate Boyle
Lisa Jane Burrell
Allison Marie Davies
Nicole Jane Dill
Meagan Lyn Donaldson
Julie Ann Dwyer
Jacinta Maree Hurrell
Shingo Kunagai
Rhonda Elizabeth Meredith
Caroline Micalef
Beatriz Ogumbona
Zoran Sakara

Bachelor of Exercise Science and Rehabilitation
Joel Penson

Bachelor of Health Science
Zoe Kaye Farr

Bachelor of Nursing
Jill Marie Allison
Amy-Louise Annesley
Shelley Joanne Armour
Raymond Keith Attwell
Amy Bartle
Katherine Margaret Bell
Ceri Elizabeth Bemi
Nadia Bertagni
Samantha Ann Buckley
Janelle Carter
Kellylee Cobb
Aimee Nicole Collard
Kerrie Janine Coriliss
Miriam Anne Coyle
Elaine Crowe
Jennifer Dale Curtismnn
Julie Robyn Dowd
Kellie Anne Duncan
Amanda Leigh Dwyer
Diane Elphick
Jane Carolyn Flinn
Ronald Peter Fogarty
Yukako Fujiki

Bachelor of Science
Laraine Margaret Gane
Fatima Sayeda Ghani Gonzalo
Nicole Lisa Gray
David Grozde
Wendy Kay Hamlin
Nina Hardcastle
Izumi Hasegawa
Brett Hazlegrove
Kylie Sue Heyman
Francisco Javier Hill
Lavina Hudson
Amanda Howe
Hsiu Min Hsieh
Stephen Dominic Innamorati
Maxine Johnson
Michiyo Kobayashi
Owen Gordon Lambert
Karen Marcce Lawson
Jacinta Louise Lowe
Peter James Lynch
Jane Elizabeth Maddison
Margaret Mary Mappas
Melanie Anne Maurer
Lisa Joy McLeod
Diana Elizabeth Moncada
Wayne Patrick O'Connor
Naida Suzanne Ovenden
Mirjana Piljevic
Sarah Jayne Potter
Juliette Proctor
Emma Suzanne Quay
te
Peta Anne Reed
Olivei Kate Richards
Jennifer Rickard
Bradley Robert Rouch
Fiona Roberts
Trevor Rock
Gavin Simpkin
Lauren Coby Smyth
Jane Sorrentzen
Dominique Judith Sorensen
Denise Helen Stanley
Karim Belinda Turne
Kristy Anne Taylor
Matthew Robert Testa
Alexandra Thompson
Anniss Thomson
Jodie Tomazka
Nicotelle Turner
Romeo Vargas
Elissa Anne Vasek
Rachael Watkins
Matthew Peter Watts
Sarah Louise Webster
Christophen Matthew Wildey
Haley May Willett

Kellie Renae Williams
Angela Maree Willigers
Christopher David Wise
Elizabeth Anne Woodhouse
Naomi May Woodhouse
Rachael Leigh Woods
Martin Juan Wray
Ke-I Wu
Michiyko Yamaki
Chiho Yanaga
Mia Erica Yilisalo

Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics
Canizarly Thanasanagaran
Hwee Sze, Adeline Wong

Bachelor of Science (Honours)
Sylvia Merryl Hicks

Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
Bernadette Mary Ellis
Gillian Leigh Malins

Bachelor of Exercise Science and Rehabilitation (Honours)
Nathan Michael Barnes
Lisa Danielle Bullock
Vanessa Alice Cook
James Michael Dean
Kyle Leesa Haynes
Hamish Alexander Jeacocks
Elizabeth Anne Kellow
John Mathew McPaul
Zoe Mills
Paula Ann Monaghan
Maria Luisa Nibali
Daniel John Tait

Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics (Honours)
Lynda Jacqueline Gillen
Cadi Anne Woods
Natasha Christine Yule

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
Nancy Humphed
Karen Janette Mattock
Lisa Michelle Nimmo
Wing Yin Gladys Poon
Samantha Louise Reis
Gregory Ian Scott

Graduate Certificate in Health Management
Yiu Ying Laiang
Lin Shi

Graduate Certificate in Health Policy & Management
Jennifer Margaret Gavin

Graduate Certificate in Indigenous Health Studies
Ruby Fay Allen

Graduate Certificate in Mental Health
Debra Lee McQuater

Graduate Certificate in Public Health
Helen Mary Ferrington

Musical Interlude
Graduate Diploma in Applied Psychology
Lucia Adamovic
Lisa Arnold
Alexandra Louise Atkinson
Tanya Bertapele
Dane Maree Booth
Veronica Anne Borham
Sonia Bulzomi
Samantha Clarke
Deni Ilene Clay
Keiryn Melissa Dodd
Jo-Elle Marie Doran
Matthew John Dunn
Melissa Foreshew
Nathan Lee Fulcher
Elizabeth Anne Hogg
Sharon Anne Jonathan
Sascha Jane Karin
Louise Kathryn Knight
Caroline Micalef
Chantal Maryanne Nagib
Mariad Jamie O'Gorman
Narihiro Otani
Andrew Phipps
Tennille Redfern
Elizabeth Kathleen Robinson
Heidi Ruef
Meagan Louise Sanders
Loretta Anne Steiger
Robert John Steward
Nicholas Terrone
Melissa Ann Thurtell
Simone Bridget Turner
Heidi Claire Wilcoxon

Graduate Diploma in Indigenous Health Studies
Mavis Mary Smith

Graduate Diploma in Nursing
Karen Laraine Keith

Graduate Diploma in Psychodynamic Therapy
Caroline Coggins

Graduate Diploma in Public Health
Nicholas Victor Prince

Graduate Diploma in Science
David Tebogo Atlholang
Ellon Wendabi Besson
Charles Chukwunyama
Karen Corke
Charlotte Elizabeth Johnston
Kalapa Jeejee Kegogodowane
Frances Margaret Kravec
Ingrid McPhail
Lebaleng Edwin Ngwigwa
Vincent Mouthudi Orapeleng
Letty Bolimulo Regonamanye
Debbie Anne Richards
Prince Chuna Segokotlo
Christine Taule
Lai Hang Wong

Master of Health Management
Rahim Ali Abdul
Pei Lin Lee
Samina Subzali Vertejee

Master of Nursing
Pei Lin Lee

Master of Psychology
Ruth Comisso
Jane Handley
Marina Rademeyer

Master of Public Health
Julie Le-Anne Errey
Anita Therese Fletcher
Frances Mary Howland
Mohammad Javeid Khan
Jane Isabel Lakiss
Bohui Liu
Li Wei Ma
Chidiadi Joseph Nwogu
Rathna Mohan Ravipati
Mona Timo
Annie Varghese

Master of Science
Julie-Anne Pennman Burgess
Mariko Fujita
Rachelle Gilroy
Veronique Gouneau
Maureen Patricia Grisdale
Anita Holman
William Thomas Johnson
Alicia Joy Krook
Jane Isabel Lakiss
Chi Hang, Kenny Lau
Shuk Ping Li
Andree Marie
Dion Jasmin Mocsari
Nichole Louise Perry
Ana Cristina Sebastian
Sharon Elizabeth Tomamichel
Alex John Zuzek

Doctor of Philosophy

Department of Biomedical Science

Kylie Jan Mansfield
Thesis Title: "Investigation into the Mechanistic Basis of Cotton Transport Activation by Chlorpromazine".

Henry Peter Pollard

Nargis Mahmud
Thesis Title: "Cross-cultural Examination of Body Image among Young Females: Exploring the Role of Value Orientations".

Hanna Halimah Thomas
Thesis Title: "The Status of Implicit and Explicit Memory Research: Is a Comprehensive Theory of Performance Achievable?"

Conferral in Absentia

Lee Spark Jones
Thesis Title: "Margins of Uncertainty: A Qualitative Study of Marginality in Multiple Dimensions of Experience"

Those people whose names appear in the program, but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for which they have qualified.
Ceremony 2 - Order of Proceedings

FACULTY OF ARTS
FACULTY OF LAW
2:30pm Thursday, 14 December 2000

The Procession
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall.

Processional Music
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur)
National Anthem

Welcome
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel will open the proceedings.

Occasional Address
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Ms Andrea Durbach.

Ms Andrea Durbach is the Director of the Public Interest Advocacy Centre, an independent, non-profit legal and policy centre which assists disadvantaged citizens, consumers and communities. Born in South Africa, Ms Durbach represented victims of the apartheid laws.

Presentation of Awards
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Anne Pauwels, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Associate Professor Robin Handley, Dean of the Faculty of Law.

Musical Interlude
"Mandoline" by Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924)
Performed by Danielle Murphy-Durland, soprano/ accompanied by David Vance on piano.

Presentation of Awards (continued)

Vote of Thanks
Ms Sarah Athwood, BA (Hons), will speak on behalf of her fellow graduates.

Conclusion
The Chancellor will close the proceedings.

Recessional Fanfare
Ensaladas (from Spanish)

Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the ceremony (catering by the UniCentre)

FACULTY OF ARTS
Bachelor of Arts
Veronika Agnew
Oketi I. Akaasola
Jane Therese Allen
Elizabeth Helen Allman
Jane Louise Andersen
Sarah Jessie Andersen
Colin Douglas Anderson
Sally Anderson
Vivienne Marie Baguley
Jaymie Lee Bandrowski
Kim Michelle Barrett
Kate Elizabeth Butman
Lynette Frances Beany
Tanya Bertapelle
Yannis Blackburn
David Cooper Boyd
Geraldine Bull
Natasha Marie Bush
Todd Andrew Byrne
Erin Elizabeth Cahill
Andrew Stephen Callow
Avril Diana Campbell
Sue Yee Chan
Rizal Chandra
Jeanine Lee Chapman
Shannan Joy Chaves
Chai Sang Cheung
Warungchai Choohaviriyakul
Daniel Andrew Clark
Melanie-Rose Clarke
Kristal Lara Coe
Annisie Mace Croke
Kay Crookes
Stephanie Jane Croxford
Shane Stephen Cubis
Rachel Suanne Cummins
Carina Grace Curry
Michelle Kay Dalrymple
Mark Anthony Davis
Melissa Leah De Clouett
Daniela De Lellis
Michael William De Main
Ignacio Demuro
Timothy Daniel Douglas
Ingrid Bianca Fletcher
Matthew Rodney Ford
Daniel William Foreshe
Angela Carol Fry
Nathan Lee Fulcher
Raffaella Catherine Galli
Shayne Laurelle George
Pascal Dominque Giordano
Adam Michael Glen
Renee Johanna Gouna
Kyle Anne Haberecht
Dae Soo Han
Mimi Yen Han
Barbara Carol Handakas
Natalie Harwood
Nicole Joy Hilder
Lauren Michelle Hine
Prudence Jane Holy
Rebecca Louise Howe
Timothy Terence Hyland
Etsuko Ichinoh
Satomi Ito
Cameron Jackson
Catherine James
Jodie Lee Kercher
Jillian Angela Kinerson
Bradley Charles Knight
Kelly Ann Knowles
Tony Kocovski
Michito Konno
Marnie Robyn Landrigan
Cara Lee
Megan Margaret Levy
Vauhgan Philip Lewis
Paulina Luis Braithwaite
Ashley Mar
Victoria Lisa Marley
Cassandra Martin
Kate Vicki Mayor
Peter John Gordon McAlpine
Sally Maree McClellan
Janine McFarlane
Sheila McGann
Justine Brigitte McLaren
Kelly Nola McLean
David Mesa
Takahiro Mizushima
Denise Caroline Mountain
Adrian James Murray
Katalin Nemeth
Rebecca Nissim
Rebecca Therese O'Donnell
Norio Okamoto
Dion Oxley
Kate Michelle Pamphiton
Joanne Stell Papandreou
Vaughan Philip Park
Carol Peterson
Mark Anthony Philbrook
Sotul Phrachanh
Tanith Irene Reardon
Peter Geoffrey John Reed
Atilia Reman
Nikki Ribarich
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) and the University Medal for 2000
Sarah Louise Allwood Class I
Katrina Louise Clifford Class I
Jessica White Class I

Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
Silvana Arcifa Class II, Division 2
Jo Maree Coghlan Class II, Division 1
Louis John Hamers Class I
Cara Maria Heaven Class II, Division 1
Karl Jan Barbosa Class I
Petra Elise Johnson Class II, Division 2
Bruce Philip Martin Class II, Division 1
Kimberley Lisa - McMahon-Coleman Class II, Division 1
Gay Ridgewell Class II, Division 2
Rebecca Anita Sharp Class II, Division 1
Bijal Solanki Class II, Division 1
Aaron Keith Tisdell Class II, Division 1
Jessica White Class I

Graduate Diploma in Arts
Serena Jean Beaumont Owles
David Cooper Boyd
Karen Faye McMae
Du Van Pham
Mary Antonette Samra
Sharon Louise van Eten

Master of Arts
John William Curtis
Paul de Fombelle
Kathleen Rose Epeldi
Robert John Evans
Svein Ivar Hansen
Hiroaki Ishihara
Yonosaki Kadono
Dainis Andrejs Karnups
Bradley Charles Knight
Kenny Albert Leana
Pachiarajyan Loosuwanlert
John Walter Maschke
Amuddin Md Arof
Tebogo Lily Motsihome-Setioboko
Paul Eric Nelson
Ross Sanote
Stephen Martin Skinner
Nick Chek Siang Tan
Gayle Tassi
Ibolya Virag

Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Commerce
Serena Jean Beaumont Owles
Gina Dabbousi
Jane Lyll Darling
Jacqueline Louise Herbert
Jane Mei Chen Lee
Angela Ann Myers
Sharon Louise van Eten

Master of Policy
Claerwen Eleanor Little

Honours Master of Arts
Tomomi Kajikawa
Peter Brian Knox

Doctor of Philosophy
Paul William Blake Hyland

Lisa Milner
Thesis Title: “We Film the Facts: The Waterside Workers’ Federation Film Unit, 1953-1958.”

FACULTY OF LAW

Bachelor of Laws
Hasan Ataman Atlas
Karen Bader
Joanne Vicki Fahey
Troy Alexander Garnett
Jia Yi Lee
Vivianne Morkos
Linda Melody Munoz
Nicolas Rovolas
Gregory Tzi-Lung Seeto
Te' res Se-Hui Sia
Natalie Lynn Tipping

Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Laws
Anna Masi
Marina Ugonotti

Bachelor of Commerce, Bachelor of Laws
Simon Gerard Bennett
Larkhamh Duong
Ian Rodney Reid

Bachelor of Business with Merit,
Bachelor of Laws
Dean Raso

Bachelor of Computer Science, Bachelor of Laws
Kwan-Tjo Tan

Bachelor of Creative Arts, Bachelor of Laws
Jane Elizabeth Findlay
ChiJu Tong

Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Laws
Christopher John Lacey
Natalie Olender
Kirrlee Jane Perry
Kim Louise Riley

Bachelor of Laws (Honours)
Laura Abbabatantuono Class II, Division 2
David Tudor Beckett Class II, Division 1
Jennifer Anne Broughton Class II, Division 1
Gorgina Kim Dalley Class II, Division 1
Zoran Kuscevski Class II, Division 1
Edward Charles Muston Class I
Scott Simpson Class II, Division 2

Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Laws (Honours)
Bianca Katherine Audsley Class II, Division 2
Renee Marie Brunero Class II, Division 1
Jay Buckley Class II, Division 1
Seema Chandra Class II, Division 1
Jennifer Kaye Irwin Class II, Division 2
Keri Jervis Class II, Division 2
Madeleine Koutsoukos Class II, Division 2
Timothy David Lear Class II, Division 1
Carly Anne Meagher Class II, Division 2
Katherine Whitehead Class II, Division 2
Angie Zandstra Class II, Division 2

Bachelor of Arts (Honours), Bachelor of Laws
(Small) Sally Elizabeth Lane Class I (Arts)
Class II, Division 2 (Law)

Bachelor of Commerce, Bachelor of Laws
(Known) Kristy Anne Cassoff Class II, Division 1
Brooke Ellen Egan Class II, Division 1
Karen Elizabeth Humphrey Class II, Division 1
Hon Chiong, Colin Lai Class II, Division 2
Michael Kenneth Lyon Class II, Division 2
FIONE Renee McKillop Class II, Division 2
Kaylene Maree Smith Class II, Division 2
Daniel Brian Sydes Class II, Division 1

Bachelor of Creative Arts, Bachelor of Laws
(Jaws) Joanne Trafford Clay Class II, Division 1
Katrina Ines Fearson Class II, Division 1
Porsche Klio Herbert-Funk Class II, Division 2

Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Laws (Honours)
Timothy Douglas Keys Class II, Division 2
Amanda Erica Protolopac Class II, Division 2
Craig Graham Pryor Class II, Division 2
Mark Scott Whitmore Class II, Division 1

Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Laws
(Teams)
Timothy Douglas Keys Class II, Division 2
Amanda Erica Protolopac Class II, Division 2
Craig Graham Pryor Class II, Division 2
Mark Scott Whitmore Class II, Division 1

Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Laws
(Teams)
Timothy Douglas Keys Class II, Division 2
Amanda Erica Protolopac Class II, Division 2
Craig Graham Pryor Class II, Division 2
Mark Scott Whitmore Class II, Division 1
Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice & University Medal for 2000
Jane Emma Wright

Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice
Ruth Ellen Brebner
Lynette Burford
Edward Ritchie J Cole
Leigh Kathleen Coughlan
Gerardo De Liseo
Ian Douglas Fraser
Colin Joseph Graham
Aaron Noel Kernaghan
Andrew John Miller
Cherie Pittman
Dannielle Ann Spokes
Gabrielle Steedman
Sally Elizabeth Traynor
Er-Kai Wang

Honours Master of Laws
Pamela Ann Wilde

Doctor of Philosophy
Luke Joseph McNamara

Honorary Doctor of Law
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice Chancellor of the University, will present for admission to the degree of Doctor of Law honoris causa:
Lindsay Curtis

Conferral in Absentia
Those people whose names appear in the program, but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for which they have qualified.

Honours Master of Laws
Pamela Ann Wilde

Doctor of Philosophy
Luke Joseph McNamara

Honorary Doctor of Law
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice Chancellor of the University, will present for admission to the degree of Doctor of Law honoris causa:
Lindsay Curtis

Conferral in Absentia
Those people whose names appear in the program, but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for which they have qualified.

Honours Master of Laws
Pamela Ann Wilde

Doctor of Philosophy
Luke Joseph McNamara

Honorary Doctor of Law
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice Chancellor of the University, will present for admission to the degree of Doctor of Law honoris causa:
Lindsay Curtis

Conferral in Absentia
Those people whose names appear in the program, but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for which they have qualified.

Honours Master of Laws
Pamela Ann Wilde

Doctor of Philosophy
Luke Joseph McNamara

Honorary Doctor of Law
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice Chancellor of the University, will present for admission to the degree of Doctor of Law honoris causa:
Lindsay Curtis

Conferral in Absentia
Those people whose names appear in the program, but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for which they have qualified.

Honours Master of Laws
Pamela Ann Wilde

Doctor of Philosophy
Luke Joseph McNamara

Honorary Doctor of Law
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice Chancellor of the University, will present for admission to the degree of Doctor of Law honoris causa:
Lindsay Curtis

Conferral in Absentia
Those people whose names appear in the program, but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for which they have qualified.

Honours Master of Laws
Pamela Ann Wilde

Doctor of Philosophy
Luke Joseph McNamara

Honorary Doctor of Law
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice Chancellor of the University, will present for admission to the degree of Doctor of Law honoris caus
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Engineering
Angus Luke Allen
Gregory John Amadio
Aidan Michael Bone
Mark Andrew Cowle
Brett Morgan Doney
Matthew Trent Haig
Peter Khalil
Eric Koullouros
Chao-Yu Kuo
Shane Lauger
Trung Minh Luu
Grant Matthew McGarva
Bubpha Nanswee
Phuc H Nguyen
Anthony Myung Joon Park
Thanh Quach
Kallard Peter Ross
Hoi Kei Shuen
David James Smith
Jimni Martin Suhartono
Abraham Tewoide
Roshan Thamarakshan
Peter Len Thompson
Adrian John Thuell
Meng Hun Ung
Adrian Leslie Walsh

Bachelor of Technology
Brian Norman Hiscocks
Scott Myers

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Jeffery Paul Bell
Daron Peter Bieger
Raymond Siu Ming Chow
Jason Timothy Davis
Karina Dendup
Predrag Draca
Russell James Farrell
Craig Douglas Gott
Budd Daniel Green
Harpreet Singh Hanjra
Suzanne Gai Head
Sharine Tanjideed Huque
Rhys Jones
Glen Daniel Koperberg
Leigh Patrick Lemmon
Paul Thomas Leslie
Nicole Jane Lever
Radin Mazlan
Andrew McVey
Anuar B Pawan Md Mahairim

Ryan Marc Miller
Mohammad Kamal Mohd Mahfuz
Darren James Montman
Richard Morandini
Steve Mouldsdale
Ravi Narayan
Mark Andrew Newman
Gori Omene
Ian Michael Patrick
Rebecca Pedlow
Sandra Dagmar Petersen
Joseph Pirrello
Shane Joseph Quinn
Pravat Rai
David Glen Reeves
Wittaya Roardsong
Gary John Sawyer
Daniel Patrick Spackman
James Patrick Sutherland
Alissa Jesa Taylor
Matthew Allen Taylor
Peter Thompson
Kathleen Mary Towers
Velibor Trifin
Angela Gaye Turner
Rachin Ubomart
Sarah Vardon
Lucille Anne Wenzke
Peter Charles Wenzke
Charles Richard Whitelecock
Dechen Yangden
Michael William Yeo

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) and the University Medal for 2000
Christopher Daniel Carter

Bachelor of Medal Physics (Honours)
Iwan Cornelius

Bachelor of Science (Honours)
Rebecca Louise Causley

Graduate Certificate in Engineering
Mohammad Javdan-Mowlael

Graduate Diploma in Engineering
Terry Bryde Cawthorne

Graduate Diploma in Science
Surjit Singh Wadhwa

Master of Engineering Management
Bernard Phang Han Pin
Phang Ko Poh

Master of Engineering Practice
Chandresh Bavadiya
Francis John Ebzery
Ahmad Zikri Fauzan
BennyGunawanPutra
Andreas Lundin
Scott Paul Russell
Paul Anthony Stathers
Wei Min Xu

Honours Master of Engineering
Deon Louwrens
Talaat Nasraa
Mile Purdevski

Doctor of Philosophy

Civil Engineering
Bruce Blunden
Thesis Title: “Management of Acid Sulfate Soils by Groundwater Manipulation.”

Ranjith Nandakumara Pathegama

Engineering Physics
Peter David Bradley
Thesis Title: “The Development of a Novel Silicon Microdosimeter for High LET Radiation Therapy.”

Joe Prabakar Chelliah
Thesis Title: “Optical Spectroscopy of Some Axial and Double Acceptors in Germanium.”

Materials Engineering
Robert Samuel Donnan
Thesis Title: “A Temperature-Dependent Study of Radiation-Phonon Field Coupling in Microwave-Heated Engineering Ceramics.”

Robert John Nightingale
Thesis Title: “The Development and Application of Hewth/Voidage Estimation and Deadman Cleanliness Index of the Control of Blast Furnace Hearth Operation.”

Mining Engineering
Majid Atae-Pour
Thesis Title: “A Heuristic Algorithm to Optimise Stope Boundaries.”

Emiratus Professor
Mr David Rome, Vice-Principal (Administration), will present for admission as Emeritus Professors of the University:

Peter Fisher
Lewis Schmidt

FACULTY OF HEALTH AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES

Bachelor of Science
Shahnaz Abdul-Latif
Joelle Marie Albert
Belinda Allen
Zoran Apostoloski
Iman Aziza
Danielle Jean Barnett
Linda Ann Barry
Alicia Ann Baxter
Benjamin Hans George Beilharz
Elisa Margaret Bird
Kim Maree Bobbin
Melissa Amy Brentnall
Melissa Gai Brodie
Terri Jane Brown
Renee Lee Bulagiar
Natalie Margaret Burg
Maria De Los Angeles Chavez
Beth Cochrane
Melanie Tara Copland
Timothy Ashton Curry
Tammi Andreana Deaves
Necia Mary Donnelly
Kelly Ann Fagan
Amelia Elis Flore
Claire Eleanor Fraser
Maria George
Brooke Michelle Gibson
Courtney Jayne Gowen
Andrew Richard Griffin
Kim Elizabeth Griffiths
Benjamin Terrence Grounds
Toby James Hartnell-Noble
Troy Hempel
Bernadette Maree Hills
Bronwyn Rachel Hodges
Emma Catherine Hughes
Bachelor of Science (Honours)
Danielle Linda Ciaglia Class II, Division 1
Lucy Anne Couchman Class II, Division 1
Natalie Aleeta D'Arcy Class I
Nicole Jane Davis Class II, Division 1
Kristie Maree Favaloro Class II, Division 1
Igor Gaiysynsky Class I
Warwick John McClelland Class II, Division 1
Steven John Seymour Class II, Division 1
Jacqueline Somerville Class I
Amanda Joy Starr Class II, Division 1
Carmel Maree Wilkinson Class II, Division 1
Melanie Poh Yeo Class II, Division 1

Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours)

Bachelor of Biotechnology (Honours)
Julie Alison Brown Class I
Kathryn Louise Godfrey Class 11, Division 2
Kate Britton Class II, Division 1
Julie Alison Brown Class I
Kathryn Louise Godfrey Class II, Division 2
Nigel Patrick Harpley Class II, Division 1

Bachelor of Accounting and Business (Honours)

Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Commerce
John Michael Szabo
Ceremony 4 - Order of Proceedings

FACULTY OF CREATIVE ARTS
FACULTY OF EDUCATION
2:30pm Friday, 15 December 2000

The Procession
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall.

Processional Music
Traditional Anthem (Gaudamus Igitur)
National Anthem

Welcome
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Add will open the proceedings.

Presentation of Awards
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Sharon Bell, Dean of the Faculty of Creative Arts and Associate Professor Nita Temmerman, Acting Dean of the Faculty of Education.

Musical Interlude
"Song to the Moon" from Rusalka by Antonin Dvorak (1841-1904)
Performed by Goknur Ray, soprano; accompanied by David Vance on piano.
(Goknur completed her BCA in 1999, gaining a scholarship to study at the Royal Academy of Music, London, from where she has recently returned to pursue a professional career in opera, David Vance, BA (Hons) UNSW; BMus(Hons) Syd, LMusA is the Sub-Dean of the Faculty of Creative Arts)

Presentation of Awards (continued)

Occasional Address
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Dr Kerry White BA (Hons) PhD.
A graduate of the University of Wollongong, Dr White is a bibliographer, writer and reviewer.
She is the author of "Australian Children's Books, a Bibliography" and "Australian Children's Fiction, the Subject Guide".

Vote of Thanks
Ms Gemma Ball, BCA, will speak on behalf of her fellow graduates.

Conclusion
The Chancellor will close the proceedings.
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires.

Recessional Fanfare
Ensaladas (16th Spanish)

Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the ceremony (catering by the UniCentre)

FACULTY OF CREATIVE ARTS

Bachelor of Creative Arts
Minako Abe
Glen Russell Anderson
Gemma Louise Ball
Steven John Bannister
Sarah Batt
Malcolm David Beaton
Olivier Antony Bjorkraser-Bleylock
Elizabeth Louise Bloxham
Sorrowful Boomka
Rebecca Lee Boyd
Walter Augustus Bredley
Mary-Anne Breeze
Katie Burke
Alexandra Ruth Byron
Timothy Mark Carter
Wei-Fang Chang
Katherine Leah Coghlan
Sarah Anne Connor
Mithra Lavinia Cox
Maree Therese Crowhurst
Andrew William Crowley
Rik Percival Dawson
Janelle Anne Dennelly
Bridie Kathleen Evans
Heidi Hey Chit Feik
Andrew Luciano Ganassin
Stephen Donald Gard
Artemi Giakounis
Josephine Kate Gilfillan
Tobi Goode
Melissa Ann Hamilton
Mark David Hayes
Pilar Helmers
Katherine Lee Henderson
Morag Riva Hoeg Staun Mirankar
Amanda Maree Hollis
Clare Jackson
Kim Jaeger
Tamara Jean Jones
Daisuke Kadota
Paul Mitchell Kelly
Isarute Kunajirakul
David Grant Lloyd
Brendon Craig Mannyx
Scott Andrew McIntosh
Sharla Annette McLean
Akiho Minura
Alan Clive Mulhall
Sakiko Nakazawa
Amy Jean Neville
Corinna Jane Newman
Paul Gerard O'Brien
Yu-Tsy Pan

Bachelor of Creative Arts, Bachelor of Arts
Melissa Margaret Crilly

Bachelor of Creative Arts, Bachelor of Commerce
Jonathan Leslie Barker
Kimbrlee Alice Jameson

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Honours)
James Arthur Kemp Beach

Graduate Certificate in Multicultural Journalism
Tidapen Tungkaserawong

Master of Creative Arts
Didier Vincent Balez
Andrew Nicholas Clegg
Zhen Hu
Hyun Ju Kwon

Master of Journalism
Kit Yiu Chan
Charmian Peer Christie
Tony Dill
Rachel Anne Hennessy
Soen Nirm Lee
Wing Keung Lee
Anthony Maguire
Lai Fan Man
Vita Giuliana Denise Rando
Monchrai Sricharoensak
Melanie Grace Maceala Tilbrook
Neil Edward Trivetti

Catherine Anne Perfect
Therese Claire Petre
Goknur Ray
Melanie Richards
Sun Young Ro
Emma Joanne Rutherford
Laura Marie Salib
Papus Srikreu
Jillian Helen Stovell
Kittikoon Supawat
Nicholas Triandafyllou
Kirrily Jo Walker
Dayna Maree Walsh
Jessica White
Paulina Widjaja
Daniel Williams
Vanessa Louise Young
John Mark Zurak

**Doctor of Creative Arts**

Manuel Steven Aston

**Thesis Title:** "Fossils, 'Johnny', and 'Parents': Three Plays and their use in Theatre in Education".

Gary Paul Butler

**Thesis Title:** "Prepared Instruments in Improvised Music: Precedents and Purposes".

**Musical Interlude**

**FACULTY OF EDUCATION**

**Bachelor of Teaching**

Peter Daniel Agnew
Mireille Alwan
Sarah Jane Anderson
Michelle Maia Andrade
Debbie Arousisid
Gida Baghdaidi
Helen Lee Bailey
Jennifer Louise Barbaro
Lisa Bateman
Kylie Maree Beath
Allyson Maree Beddoe
Daniel Benstead
Kim Berry
Tamara Lea Bienke
Matthew John Birkbeck
Michael David Bosman
James Peter Brandwood
Jason Brett
Kate Naomi Brissenden
Trent James Burns
Emma Jane Burton
Joanne Marie Cachia
Samantha Jane Callaghan
Alannah Tricia Campbell
Nicole Carol Carr
Raymond Joseph Chapman
Marla Christou
Petrina Armstrong Cole
Vanessa Lee Comelli
Drew Mitchell Conroy
Kristie Lee Crehan
Melissa Jane Crook
Zoe Claire Dawson
Melanie Jane Deck
Paul Anthony Devine
Linda Doughton
Kylie Anne Down
Matthew John Downes
Claire-Elaine Draper
Mary Theresa Duncan
Sarah Jane Edmonds
Mark Philip Edwards
Michelle Rosanna Egan
Jolene Rachael Elliott
Lydia Geronimo Elliott
Kelly Elizabeth Emans
Michelle Ann Ferguson
Jasinta Rose Field
Timothy Paul Fisher
Louise Ann Flynn
Katrina Elise Fock
Lisa-Marie Furner
Patricia Gal
Gareth Gardner
Isabel Garrett
Nadia Christie Gavin
Amy Frances Gearon
Alexis Erin George
Miriama Gjoreski
Christine Erica Gleeson
Rachel Glynn
Geoffrey Peter Gowland
Sarah Anne Grainger
Andrew Hales
Belinda Jane Hall
Jennifer Alison Hall
Renée Maree Halliwell
April Kathleen Hannigan
Siobhan Haran
Jennifer Anne Hagedus
Tracy Lee Herrick
Kathryn Louise Hibbert
Karina Margaret Hingley
Adele Maree Holowinski
Pippa Louise Horton
Melissa Ellen Humphreys
Rebecca Elizabeth Hurt
Loretta Jane Ison
Kim Armanda Jackson
Anne Jane Jepsen
Belinda Gaye Jolley
Leah Margaret Kalkman
Megan Kennedy
Bernadette Kleinmuelman
Heidi Kristy Knight
Kathryn Pamela Knox
Christine Cassandra Kyriazopoulous
Jeffrey Robert Larson
Robert Philip Lebreton
Michelle Yvonne Manea
Michelle Anne Masterson
Kate Elizabeth McClelland
Julieanne Christine McGovern

Amanda Jane McLeod
Scott Meleod
Leanne McMurphy
Sharon Liane McPherson
Melissa Ann McIverman
Susan Elizabeth Mitchell
Jaime Amanda Monkley
Cassandra Louise Moon
Peter Leslie Moore
Roxanne Kate Moorley
Nadine Morgan
Belinda Jane Morrison
Tina Louise Muir
Nicole Anne Murdoch
Kate Maree Negendahl
Michael Joseph Norris
Kerry-Enis O’Brien
Matthew John O'Donnell
Michelle Anne O'Grady
Naomi Frances Opalnik
Alicia Maria Piepryzk
Kerre Maree Plumb
Catherine Joy Price
David John Prior
Benjamin Graham Proctor
Amanda Louise Quigg
Vincent Raschilla
Karen Maree Reveleigh
Anne Elizabeth Reynolds
Emma Louise Reynolds
Emma Helen Robson
Caroline Anne Rodgers
Ashley Renay Rugg
Kate Runko
Elizabeth Anne Russell
Michelle Emma Rutledge
Michelle Eve Sansour
Marianne Beth Sargent
Lauren Jane Sawtell

Jane Alicia Scardoni
Nathan Slawitschka
Amy Louise Smith
Heidi Anne Smith
Karen Ann Smith
Kylie Elizabeth Smith
Jodie Louise Snushall
Donna Stanworth
Bruce Neil Stevenson
Rodney Mitchell Stoddart
Alison Louise Strinico
Alicia Marie Swinney
Stacey Tarvit
Toni Maree Taylor
Christine Leanne Testa
Belinda Joan Tether
Melissa Jane Thomas
Alissa Jane Thompson
David Selwyn Thwaits
Kathleen Tory
Jane Louise Vaux
Pheopatthala Vongkeneta
Benjamin Phillip Walsh
Katie Weaver
Carr Annette Webb
Joel David Wekes
Amy Louise Weiberle
Melissa Naomi Willard
Lynda Maree Williams
Maree Elizabeth Woolford
Mark Ashley Wynn
Timothy Charles Yock
Annette Rae Young
Kelli Maree Young

Conferral in Absentia

Those people whose names appear in the program, but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for which they have qualified.
Ceremony 5 - Order of Proceedings

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

9.45am Monday, 18 December 2000

The Procession
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall.

Processional Music
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur)
National Anthem
Welcome
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEd(Hons) Adel will open the proceedings.

Presentation of Awards
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Associate Professor Nina Temmerman, Acting Dean of the Faculty of Education.

Musical Interlude
"Koyunbaba" by Carlo Donzioni performed by Scott Borg on guitar.
(Scott is a LLB/BCA student majoring in performance)

Presentation of Awards (continued)

Occasional Address
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Ms Danna Vale MP, Federal Member for Hughes. Formerly a solicitor, Ms Vale has served on the House of Representatives Standing Committee for Family and Community Affairs and the Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee.

Vote of Thanks
Stephen John Bartolo, GDipEd, will speak on behalf of her fellow graduates.

Conclusion
The Chancellor will close the proceedings.

Recessional Fanfare
Ensaladas (C16th Spanish)

Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the ceremony (catering by the UniCentre)

FACULTY OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Education

Physical and Health Education
Jeremy Hugh Alger
Rebecca Armstrong
Scott Stanley Ashcroft
Jennifer Belshaw
Lisa Helen Berchtold
Adam Robert Blake
Corey John Bocking
Brooke Louise Bensus
Grant Bradshaw
Kate Laura Brown
Tania Louise Brown
Peter Francis Burke
Michelle Louise Cantrill
Anthony David Cook
Richard John Coombes
Aaron Glen Davis
Suzanne Della-Porta
Joshua James Delucyk
Angela Irene Egan
Samuel Grant Elphick
Liza Catherine Fahey
Brooke Felton
Naomi Fleming
Matthew Albert Flinn
Charlton Jon Fogarty
Kylie Sarah Geddes
Jocelyn Anne Gooch
Steven Andrew Grant
Cameron James Hoban
Melanie Lee Hookins
Shaun Keith Howard
Amanda Kate Inglis
Carol Ruth Inglis
Danielle Rebecca James
Tracey Anne Johnson
Melissa Johnston
Peter John Johnston
Craig Michael Jones
Lance Kemp
Simone Anne Kendrick
Elizabeth Keys
Sharna Lee Kyle
Naomi Kathleen Laidlaw
Grant Dallas Lechner
Glenn James Mallon
Joanne Catherine Martin
Jason Adam Mcpherson
Amy Davida Gray Middleton
Michelle Jane Moran
Alysia Danielle Mortlock
Kim Narelle Negus
Scott Kenneth Olsson
Natalie O’Toole
Rachelle Maree Pirie
Benjamin Matthew Robinson
Dean Rossit
Damien Gavin Ryan
Kate Maree Smalkowski
Lauren Staas
Keiran Luke Staples
Neridah Anne Toroczky
Corey Scott Topper
Jay David Tregonning
Simon Jeffrey Wilson

Primary
Michael Christopher Arrighi
Jaclyn Ann Bates
Kate Louise Batty
Michael Roger Bond
Mark Alexander Bunder
Julia Ann Canova
Michelle Ann Ceccato
Maria Christou
Ninetta Colecchia
Paul Curtismith
Nadine Sandra Doyle
Emma-Jane Ellis
Michael James Fayle
Laura Fleming
Karla Louise French
Madeline Veronica Haas
Elin Mary Hannon
Renae Justine Harman
Nisrine Hijazi
Elizabeth Alexandra Hill
Sharon Michelle Hole
Amita Maree Keem
Benjamin John Loot
Alexandra Eve Maclean
Linda Elizabeth McBeath
Rebecca Aimee Merrix
Anna Louise Murphy
Emma Louise Pittman
Laura Nadine Poleita
Stephanie Joy Pringle
Beth Jeanette Reading
Melina Joy Sangster
Christina Elena Sioskos
Jeanette Gemma Stareci
Rodney Mitchell Stoddart
Sarah Jayne Taylor
Michelle Maree Turner
Anthony James Warren
Elise Ann Waterworth
Bachelor of Teaching

Early Childhood
Tanya Michelle Baker
Tanya Balde
Ann Celise Bambach
Karen Michelle Blight
Kylie Anne Blow
Kelly Anne Brodie
Angela Cajina
Laetnie Marie Carter
Danielle Maree Casey
Jennifer Renee Chora
Sally Renay Davey
Sharon Erwin
Gina Marie Fitzwilliam
Katrina Ester Furryk
Maren Helm
Melissa Hills
Rachel Anne Keogh
Jacqueline Nicole Legge
Juanita Emily Low
Jillian Louise O'born
Amanda Siti Parkes
Deborah Gay Parkes
Leanna Grace Puglisi
Sarah Helen Roberts
Marlee Louise Smith
Megan Louise Spratt
Kyrie Nicole Thompson
Melissa Webber
Bronwyn Zalewski

Bachelor of Education (Honours)
Leah Carter Class I

Graduate Certificate in Computer Based Learning
Peter Stewart Holmes

Graduate Certificate in Environmental Education
Barrington Peter Baird

Graduate Certificate in Outdoor Education
Vanessa Leigh Herriman

Musical Interlude

Graduate Diploma in Education
John Gerard Ahern
Duncan Grant Aldridge
Belinda Allen
David John Atkins
Ainsley Jane Atkinson
Nadine Danielle Aucoin
Rowena Jane Bailey
Stephen John Bartolo
Laura Benson
Joanne Bolam
Todd H Bradley
Conor James Bragge
Kerrie Anne Braithwaite
Alison Melanie Brooks
Krista Lynne Brown
Leighton Scott Brown
Leanne Louise Burley
Christopher Card
Leonard Len Carnochan
Youjin Chang
Kylie Chapman
Christine Elizabeth Cherrett
Donald Ian Clark
Adrian George Claydon
Laura Clements
Michael William Clifford
Leanne Joy Cornford
Lisa Fiona Costabile
Glenn Raymond Cox
Carmela Dardanelli
Jason James Dedini
Anna Dedorvis
Yozo Dikic
John Patrick Doyle
Daryl Bert Drew
Pepper Eadie
Caroline Emms
Lisa Lynn Fawcett
Laura Fife
Melanie Lynn Flemning
Gregory Martin Flynn
Lisa Fortin
Stephen John Franklin
Emily Gabriele
Rebecca Ann Gallaher
Sandra Lynn Garner
Sarah Ellen Garvey
Amy Louise Gilbert
Michelle Girodat
Robyn Lyn Graham
Rachel Marianne Green
Christopher Greene
Theresa Ann Gruber
Jane Susan Guy
Melissa Ann Hamilton
Christopher John Hardy
Ann-Marie Hayes
Jade Hayes-Brouwer
Arthur Terence Heng

Melissa Heritage
Andrew Colin Hicks
Andrew Robert Holbery
Natalie Anne Holmes
Sandra Robyn Howley
Kathleen Anne Holdsworth
Tracey Ann Howarth
Jennifer Lynn Hume
Frank Mackenzie Hunt
Kloe Mattanah Hyams
Teresa Karen Irga
Jane Maree Irons
Catherine James
Victoria Elizabeth B Jauncey
Emma Louise Jerome
Kylie Joy Johnston
Andrew David Jovaisa
Gordana Kalinic
Caroline Kenevski
Graham MacKenzie Kent
Amada Andrea King
Adam Joseph King
Kevin Klassen
Jennifer Klopfer
Andrew Frederick Laidler
Garvin Drew Lasenby
Jennifer Elizabeth M Lasky
Lisa Lawrence
Pamela Kathleen Lawrence
Mark Andrew Lazarus
Melanie Leblanc
Giuseppe Josie Licata Caruso
Lara Marina Lloyd
Michelle Kiki Lockwood
Catherine Louise Lusk
Jane Louise MacGillivray
Keith Macey
Ken William MacKenzie
Gavin Maddock
Deborah Manners
Erin Marcus
Matthew John Martin
Rafael Alberto Martin
Miyako Matsui
Rebecca Louise Maynard
Rachelle Louise McCauley
Glenn Andrew McCubbenn
Richard Matthew McKeough
Marnia Darce McLeod
Kara Melanson
Denise Mendham
Amanda Susan Miller
Laura Mills
Jennifer Mills
Anna Julie Morichovitis

Richard Alexander Mossuto
Wayne Allan Murrill
Justine Elizabeth Mutch
Mary Nosworthy
Nimisha Odhavjee
Kimberly Dawn O’Hearn
Stewart Okell
Kylie Theresa Osborne
Ronald A Paleczny
Sherrin Elisabeth Pulmater
Amy Kathryn Parsons
Lisa Jane Petherbridge
Francesca Petti
Kara Elizabeth Phillips
Danielle Plastina
Ruth Joanne Power
Karl Frank Proksch
Heather Robin Quinn
Michael John Reading
Katherine Helen Rice
Melanie Richards
Natalie Riga
Shan Robertson
Amy Louise Rossiter
Krista Schreiter
Kate Jane Seneco
Michael J Shepherd
Georgia Ruth Shotton
Nick Sissakis
Conrad Keith Smith
Martya Paul Swenson Smith
Tanya Spain
James Gerald Splinter
Jennifer Monika Stadler
Sarah Stinson
Glen Michael Stutchbury
Tracey Lorrae Sullivan
Belinda Terkalas
Vanessa Danielle Theriault
Kathleen Anne Thuss
Robert Kenneth Trutch
Rowena Kate Tuziak
Peter James Vial
Michael Joshua Walker
Anna Frances Watts
Joel Holland Webster
Keith Samuel Weeks
Emma Williams
Leanne Wing
Jacqueline Nicole Winwood-Smith
Kelly Kathleen Wren
Mary-Therese Wyatt
Sandy Zavarella
Suzanne Zyla
Graduate Diploma in TESOL
Jennifer Laetitia Farrell
Ana Maria Naranjo
Maureen Shiu Ming Ng
Attila Reman
Hoe Huat Alvin Tan

Master of Education
Akiko Ando
Matthew Owen Bradley
Christine Joy Brewer
Sandra Lee Esposito
Kerrie Ann Faulkner
Mark Peter Fraser
Patricia Maureen Kalloo-Garrett
Kaoru Kudo
Debra Jean Martin
Debra Louise May
Lynette Anne McCluskey
Pamela McPherson
Claire Lily Morrison
Roslyne Judith Neasbey
Eul Ja Park
Gina Peros
Jennifer Rae Plioplis
Debra Jean Rosa
James George Spencer
Alexandra Helen Stylis
Marian Waller
Scott Lawrence Ward
Myong Koo Yeo
Rodney Phillip Zabell

Honours Master of Education
Fady Sidrak

Doctor of Education
Stanley Ross Warren
Thesis Title: “Quality Teaching and its Characteristics”.

Doctor of Philosophy
Shirley F Corrent Agostinho
Thesis Title: “Interactions in a Web-based Learning Environment: Creating an Online Learning Community.”

Bridget Marion Barton
Thesis Title: “The Relationships between Mandated Change, Professional Development and School Growth”.

Ruiyun Xu
Thesis Title: “Theme and Cohesion in the Writing of English Expository Texts by Chinese Tertiary EFL Learners”.

Conferral in Absentia
Those people whose names appear in the program, but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for which they have qualified.

Ceremony 6 - Order of Proceedings
FACULTY OF COMMERCE
2:30pm Monday, 18 December 2000

The Procession
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall.

Processional Music
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur)
National Anthem

Welcome
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel will open the proceedings.

Presentation of Awards
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Rob Castle, Dean of the Faculty of Commerce

Musical Interlude
"El Puerto" from Iberia by Isaac Albeniz (1860-1909) performed by Bethany Morris on piano.
(Bethany is a BCA student majoring in performance)

Presentation of Awards (continued)

Occasional Address
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Mr Bryce Fraser.
Mr Bryce Fraser is a Fellow of both the Australian Institute of Management and the Australian Institute of Company Directors. He is the Group Manager of the Australian Health Management Group which manages the Government Employees' Health Fund, the eighth largest fund in the country. Mr Fraser has prior experience in local government and as a computer and management services professional.

Vote of Thanks
Ms Renee Campbell, BCorn, will speak on behalf of her fellow graduates.

Conclusion
The Chancellor will close the proceedings.
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires.

Recessional Fanfare
Ensaladas (16th Spanish)

Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the ceremony (catering by the UniCentre)
FACULTY OF COMMERCE

Diploma in Computer Applications
Peter Jones
Nicole Simpson
Leigh Murray Young

Bachelor of Commerce
Wayan Dharvia P. Abadi
Matthew William Adams
Eylem Agdiran
Matthew William Adams
Eylem Agdiran
David Stuart Albiero
Slave Andonovski
Yen San, Jenny Amanda Ang
Nada Louise Appleby
Nadia Louise Appleby
Noel Suresh Arumugam
Asni Hardiana Bin Awalludin
Rebecca Ayoub
Sat'ah Jean Barnes
William Joseph Beedles
Francis Joseph Bicego
Gregory Elliott Blacker
Geoffrey Robert Bridgfoot
Yvette Kay Brown
Kate Byers
Joseph William Byrnes
Mark Alan Caldwell
Nathan Blake Campbell
Christopher Bernard Carlon
Ka Man Chan
Supasorn Charoenwatana
Yu-Ping Cheng
Ka Yee Cheung
Chanthima Chokanandsombat
Ka Man Clement Chung
Belinda Lee Featherstone
Lindsey Genevieve Arnott
Anna Lothsson
Lisa Lundqvist

Bachelor of Commerce with Merit
Christopher Julian Allen
Ruwan Arundatihile Ariyaratna
Katherine Davina Booth
David Morgan Briggs
Tracy Lee Britton
Renée Anne Campbell
Wei Chen
Ryan Edwin Cheney
Michelle Cloughley
Ben Matthew Connell
Mark Robert Cooper
Marjon Freda Crandall
Kim Maree Cruickshank
Paul Holstein Davis
Russell Peter Deen
Stuart Adam Elyard
Annaliese Crystal Fern
Samantha Giorgina French
Peter Andrew Galbraith
Connie Louise Greco
Erika Louise Griffiths
Simon Eric Hagarty
Hamish David Harvey
Christopher Glen Hine
Amanda Blaise Horrocks
David Peter Hutchins
Andrea Eleanor Jenkins
Matthew Kari
Katie May Keats
Leanne Renee King
Luan Lai
Dana Megan Laurie
Cheryl Lee
Ching Wah Pauline Lee
Grant Lee
Wai Hung Lee
Michelle Lee Little
Jianming Lu

Bachelor of Commerce (Honours)
Sally-Anne Jane Smith

Class I

Musical Intermode

Graduate Certificate in Business Systems
Youzhi Liao

Graduate Certificate in Information Systems
William George Knobel

Graduate Certificate in Marketing
Lindsey Genevieve Arnott
Anna Lodhsson
Ceremony 7 - Order of Proceedings

FACULTY OF INFORMATICS
9:45am Tuesday, 19 December 2000

The Procession
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall.

Processional Music
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur)
National Anthem

Welcome
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEng(Hons) Adel will open the proceedings.

Presentation of Awards
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Associate Professor Graham Williams, Acting Dean of the Faculty of Informatics.

Musical Interlude
"Capricho Arabe" by Francisco Tarrega (1852-1909) performed by Scott Borg on guitar
(Scott is a LLB/BBA student majoring in performance)

Presentation of Awards (continued)

Occasional Address
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Mr Warwick Watkins, Director-General of the NSW Department of Information Technology and Management.

Vote of Thanks
Mr Andrew Ziogas, BMathFin, will speak on behalf of his fellow graduates.

Conclusion
The Chancellor will close the proceedings.
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires.

Recessional Fanfare
Ensaladas (16th Spanish)

Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the ceremony (catering by the UniCentre)
FACULTY OF INFORMATICS

Bachelor of Computer Science
Dubravko Akmacic
Aleksandar Alimpijevic
David Shawn Arbeau
Waqas Ashraf
Ross Armstrong Barker
Peter James Bates
Peter James Beresford
David Alan John Boleyn
The Duy Bui
David Alan John Boleyn
Kittipat Chunhaviriyakul
Andrew John Clark
Todd Aaron Clarke
Bruce Preston Collett
Viet Dung Dang
Timothy James Anthony Davey
Benjamin James Egan
Steven Dennis Fietz
Jamie Andrew Gass
Andrew John Clark
Brett Anthony Franklin
Kim Hoang Nguyen
Crovod Ching Yong Phang
Matthew John Pink
Qi Rui
Maysa’a Safadi
Daniel Frank Saffioti
Malgorzata Sajdek
Senthil Raj Selvaraj
Michael Robert Stewart
Michael John Tapper
David To
Cong Quynh Lan Tran
David John Charles Tregurtha
Busher Yousef

Bachelor of Engineering
Computer Engineering
Hai Minh Bui
Gilbert Tommy Kam Cheung
Marcello Circosta
Greg Jingoo Donald
Juliana Johari
Suet Leng Leaw
Justin Lipman
Omid Mahboubi
Fady Farid Makar
Manoon Ngorsed
Danny Perazzolo
Osman Unbibi
Chi Kin Wong
James Niall Zealey

Electrical Engineering
Recchdi Abdullah
Laurence Henry Bate
Michael Chung-Chiu Cheng
Tony Crikovic
Mohammed Reza Hassani
Steven Naumovski
Mohamad Asri Shaari
Hai De Xue

Telecommunications Engineering
Shadi Boulad
Putu Krishna Darmawan
Mohamad Rizwan Khan
Karpreet Singh
Willi Janari Vendy

Bachelor of Information and Communication Technology
Adam Lorne Brazier
Adam James Cox
Trudie Ann Cummins
Bradley John Dixon
Steven Mee Kheen Foong
Ryan Edward Harley
Nathan Andrew Hartley

Christoph Immanuel Henrichs
Matthew Man Van Huynh
Theodora Kamarinos
James William Lee
Marina Mendola
Robert Alan Meredith
Ramy Magdi Mohgni
Pece Najdovski
Sharon Lynn Peaty
Lee Jay Peterson
Edward Bernard A Pinto
Shane Paul Rowell
Rebecca Lea Skewes
David James Spence
Kathryn Anne Winston
Wendy Oui Bing Yuen

Bachelor of Information Technology
Zafidah Bte Ahmad
Kenneth Boey Chung-Ken
Chua Teck Lee
Yeu Woe Chiu
Chung Tung Chin
Hamdeen Bin Daud
Woo Hui Fun
Chiu En Harn
Ten Kee Heng
Yap Wei Heong
Ooi Chee Hong
Ang Kok How
Rohaiyah Bte Kamis
M. Kavitha
Liao Leng Leng
Bin Chuen Lim
Siew Min Dennis Low
Ng Hwee Swee Alex
Ravinder Singh S/O Mahan Singh
Liew Kok Shung
Soh Kin Joo
Phua Kai Yong Steve
Tan Lai Wei
Toh Kiah Seng
Wong Siew Kuen

Bachelor of Mathematics
Mary Jane Cotter
Carla Jane Fazzani
Ryan Findlayson
Annette Gaye Kachovich
Bradley Chee Loh
Jarret Anthony Napper

Bobby Naumovski
Daniel Toole
Man On Wong

Bachelor of Mathematics and Finance
Tracy Johnstone
Alisha Mckechnie

Bachelor of Mathematics,
Bachelor of Computer Science
Qiong Cai
Paul Alan Mete
Brett Leslie Porter

Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours)
Jelita Asian
Nie Man

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Computer Engineering
Warren James Cahill
Benjamin Adrian Coleman
Gaurav Srivastava
Martin Wylle Thomson

Electrical Engineering
Michael John Allan
Michael Andrew Cole
David Mark Hayman
Stefan Karl Klonke
Michael James McDougal
Stephen Glenn Newman
Joanne Ruth Teague
Dechen Wangmo

Telecommunications Engineering
Manish Champaneri
Dean Craig Evans
Irwan
Johnny Joycevski
Chi Keung Kwok
Duc Cong Nguyen
Thanh Vinh Nguyen
Alejandro Pacheco
Souphonh Phounsavath

Musical Interlude

Bachelor of Information and Communication Technology (Honours)
Tuck Wai Boey
Phuc Minh Huy Dao

Class I
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 2
Class II, Division 1
Class I
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 2
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 2
Class I
Class II, Division 1
Class I
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 1
Class I
Class I
Class II, Division 2
Class I
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 2
Class I
Class II, Division 2
Class I
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 1
Class I
Class I
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 1
Class I
Class I
Class II, Division 1
Class II, Division 2
Class I
Ashley Michael de Silva  Class I
Heather Therese Grace  Class I
David James Greiner  Class I, Division I
Matthew Robert Grill  Class II, Division I
Jazilah Jamaluddin  Class II, Division I
Matthew John Lill  Class II, Division I
Aidan Austin Marks  Class I
David John Pracy  Class II, Division I
Benjamin Mark Richardson  Class II, Division I
Giulia Angelina Scimone  Class II, Division I
Charmain Maree Simmons  Class I
Matthew Andrew Slater  Class II, Division 2
Thanh Tin Tang  Class I
Michael Taylor  Class I
Srinivas Upala  Class I
Van Duc Vo  Class II, Division I

Bachelor of Information Technology and Communication (Honours)
Selina Su-Lin Cheng  Class II, Division I
Samantha Margaret Hanig  Class II, Division I
Mark William Louttit  Class I
Damien Luke Piper  Class I
Tanara Liesel Rickersey  Class I

Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences (Honours)
Milena Frederico Mascarenhas  Class I

Bachelor of Mathematics and Economics (Honours)
Jonathon Marc Khoo  Class I

Bachelor of Mathematics and Finance (Honours)
Timothy James Berry  Class I
Anita Suzanne Duom  Class I
Fiona Leigh Griffin  Class I
Astrid Taylor  Class I
Andrew Ziogas  Class I

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), Bachelor of Mathematics
Keith Douglas Haines  Class II, Division I

Graduate Certificate in Information and Communication Technology
Ranbir Singh Pawar

Master of Computer Science
Lai Ngan Annie Chan
Kawok Tung Cheng
Mst Nazma Haque
Huck Ghee Khor
Jyotirmoy Sharma
Qing Tao

Master of Computing Studies
Wanyan Gao
Md Enamul Haque
Yan Jiang
Yu Kang
Feng Song Liu
Yunxian Mak
Wei Qu
Guangkang Que
Toko Takeshita
Alexander Wong
Xuchang Xu
Dake Ya
Xiang Yu
Mi Zhang

Master of Engineering Studies
Mohammad Abdul Azim
Nuttawat Chokasut
Tomoyuki Harada
Ags Usan Hidayat
Andrew Sebastian Lehman
Tsung Ta Lin
Liang Suo Ma
Xiaoqiang Pu

Master of Information and Communication Technology
Shaik Ahmed
Mir Sarfaraz Ali
Mohan Kumaran Baskaran
Timothy Daniel Brennan
Vijay Govindarajan Chakravartiy
Somchai Chaoawatanawong
Chanchai Chirakorn
Chi Wai, Chris Fan
Muhammad Aamin Farooq
Dharampal Kalani
Ankamma Choudary Korrapati
Sanjay Kumar
Jirang Kummuanta
Ho Yin Paul Kwok
Yunika Laiz
Daniel Gideon Lewkowicz
Cui Li
Li Li
Wei Li
Xin Liu
Abdul Imran Mohammad
Riaz Mohammadzi Nasrabadi
Lujie Niu
Milin Pancholi
Ankur Patel
Sagar Rasiklal Patel
Sreekaanth Pentela

Hong De Qiu
Kishore Varma Sagi Venkata
Vinod Kumar Shivakumar
Navpreet Kaur Sidhu
Raja Suryanarayanan K
Nopamart Wangprapa
Candra Wiranuchit
Li Xi Zhang

Master of Information Technology Management
Tan Choon Kiat Alan
Hsieh Ming Chen
Gloria Leong Pek Chu
David Ong Keng Huang
Chua Soo Ngian
Ramakrishnan Narayan Rajan
Ho Tse
Poh Siah Ken Yeo

Master of Mathematics
Shuang Liu

Honours Master of Engineering
Najaraja Srikantashaystry

School of Electrical, Computer and Telecommunications Engineering
Wai-Kwong Chan
Thesis Title: “Fuzzy Decision Support System for Body Fluid Replacement.”

Dominic Cuiuri
Thesis Title: "Control of the Short-Circuit Gas Metal Arc Welding Process using Instantaneous Current Regulation.”

School of Information Technology and Computer Science
Jeffrey Peter Horton
Thesis Title: “Malicious Software, Computer Viruses and some Applications of Distributed Computing”.
Chih-Hung Li
Thesis Title: “Secure Multi-Party Key Establishment”.
Cheng-Xin Que
Thesis Title: "Boolean Functions in Cryptography.”

School of Mathematics and Applied Statistics
Anthony Michael Carolan
Thesis Title: “Partially Parametric Testing”.
Anna Maria Milan
Thesis Title: “Some Exact Solutions in Finite Elasticity and their Applications”.

Conferral in Absentia
Those people whose names appear in the program, but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for which they have qualified.
Ceremony 8 - Order of Proceedings

FACULTY OF COMMERCE
2:30pm Tuesday, 19 December 2000

The Procession
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall.

Processional Music
Traditional Anthem (Gaudete Igitur)
National Anthem

Welcome
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel will open the proceedings.

Presentation of Awards
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Rob Castle, Dean of the Faculty of Commerce.

Musical Interlude
"El Puerto" from Iberia by Isaac Albeniz (1860-1909)
Performed by Bethany Morris on piano

(Bethany is a BCA student majoring in performance)

Presentation of Awards (continued)

Occasional Address
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Ms Edwina Menzies

Vote of Thanks
Ms Ana Maldonado Berrfo, MIB, will speak on behalf of her fellow graduates.

Conclusion
The Chancellor will close the proceedings.
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires.

Recessional Fanfare
Ensaldas (16th Spanish)

Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the ceremony (catering by the UniCentre)

Bachelor of Commerce
Emily Doris Hine
Faye Hronopoulos
Alenka Madzar
Angela Chantal Maher
Jinyun Mai
Stewart Alexander Mailer
Peco Manevski
Angelina Dias Martina
Robert Murray McLean
Carmen Lee McGarry
Andrew Douglas McIntosh
Paolo Italiano Mercadante
Kristy-Anne Marie Miosos
Catherine Jane Moore
Michael Mountevellis
Ryan Steven Neill
Pablo Cesar Neira
Belinda Fung Ming Ng
Ming Yan Ng
Patcharee Nimitraht
Benjamin William Norman
Kok Loon Winston Ong
Hiromi Oyabu
Emmanuel Papageorgiou
Jonathon Edward Parks
Benjamin James Payne
Theresa Lan Tuyet Thi Pham
James David Plummer
Anthony Psarakis
Thi Kieu Tien Quach
Nicole Annette Ryan
Peter James Ryan
Stacie Linda Ryan
Fanny Erwina Saputra
Patricia Sarakiniotis
David Saveski
Michael Graham Sawyer
Anna Maria Senden
Nellie Stalala
Simon Leslie Shipway
Albert Cham Wan Shum
Stacey Michelle Siegert
Angela Su Khing Sim
Joshua James Smith
Melanie Gabriel Smith
Ferawati Sodikin
Andrew Edward Stadelmann
Anne-Marie Louise Sterjovskii
Benjamin James Straker
Pirada Suttisirikul
Heather Marjorie Taferner
Natasha Talevski
Bee Yee Tan
Ming Hueh Tan

Bachelor of Commerce with Merit
Koji Makino
Steven Markovich
Peter James Mcculloch
Carla Joan Mellor
Robert Micevski
Bradley Damon Miller
Andrew Augustine Montgomery
Suzanne Ngoc Dung Nguyen
Simon Lee Nutt
Timothy John O'Brien
Michael Cane Petrovski
Alicia Aimee Robinson
Lyndall Alexandra Simpson
Nongkhan Theunlou
Jennifer Todd-Wilson
Neil Thomas Toner
Frosos Tsakalolou
Sung Kei Tsang
Olivia Veljanov
Amanda Jane Verardo
Alison Patricia Vigor

Yus Imelda Tandra
Hon Wai Tang
Kylie Jane Taylor
Maryanne Theouli
Lee Andrew Thomas
Christopher Mark Tonna
Thao Phuong Tran
Joanna Triantafillou
Sandy Trinh
Wai Chi Tsang
Yume Tapansceski
Luke Anthony Ulchoofer
Jorge Ivan Valencia
Simone Louise Vijums
Nicole Walsh
Yi-Hsiung Wang
Martina Widjaja
Kelly Wilcock
Colin Scott Wilkinson
Brad Aaron Williams
Benjamin Douglas Wilson
Kris Wilson
Lee Wilson
Shane Wilson
Ka Yee Wong
Wing Man Wong
Steven James Wright
Minoru Yoshimura
Wing Ho Yung
Aphrodite Zaharis
Stephen Anthony Zande
Steven Zdricic
Deanne Claire Waalkens
Scott Lee Warwick
Mark Howard Williams
David Zalunardo

Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
Jane Elizabeth Ruth Thomson

Graduate Certificate in Management
Rui Coelho
Antonio Davide Diamante
Gary Lee
Ute Doris Mueller
Fouad (Fred) Wardan

Graduate Certificate in Quality Management
Samath Fernando
Wayne Arthur Last

Graduate Diploma in Business Administration
Gabriel Abagi
Shirley Jean Hazell
Paul John Hazeline
David Grant Pennicook

Graduate Diploma in Commerce
Douglas Evan Matthews

Master of Business Administration
Tony Boenanto
Catherine Bracken
Aaron Edward Chesebro
Jonathan William Coles
Narelle Glesson
Gregory Thomas Harris
Gregory Mark Kerr
Rakibur Rahman Khan
Deepak Kumar
Yuen Yi Lo
Satish Narayan
Phillip Allan Newton
Wei Kuen Pang
Agus Prajitno
Mario Dante Sessini
Jill Mary Teeling
Hannah Siha Temara
Yong Zhang

Master of Business Administration with Merit
Charu Bhagnagar
David Norman Cholson
Wayne Clark
Robert John Colla
Dean Anthony Franklin
Dudy Gustiza
Paul Darren Hanks
Steven Scott Kludas
Sarah Roslyn Lambert
Neil Lindsay McGaffin
Angel Luis Medina
Rajiv Bobby Mehta
Paul Dominic Minogue
Nick Mitrevski
Robert Henry Pearce
Bruce McKinstry Power
Philip Rodriguez
Raigan Glenn Rogers
Jian Shi
Sririn Sirikitak
Richard Damien Smith
Ching Lan So
Amalia Stanizzo
Pushpitta Sanjivee W. Abeynayeke
Venkata Krishna Yanamandram
Kurniash Yuniwati

Musical Interlude

Master of International Business
Md. Ruhul Amin Bhujiya
Samatha L. Bow-Mansore B.
Sugiharto Badjono
Sonruthai Busara
Gerard Cazes
Kettawee Chaichuenchob
Ying Chan Chang
Jie Chen
Tae Quan Chen
Xue Mei Chen
Xuhua Chen
Yu-Ching Chen
Titirat Chokasat
Md Mostinul Huq Chowdhury
Tanit Chumtavorakul
Eveline Citta
Cedornir Czmic
Mirjana Czmic
Biprajyoti Dutta
Sulaiman Ashrafia Dewan
Melina Dewi
Thach Ngoc Do
Steven Peter Fitzpatrick
Christophe Marcel R Forni
Gurpreet Singh Gill
Abha Gorkhal
David Christopher Gunawan
Asad Muhammad Halim
Arie Pratiwi Handayuni
Chieko Hirai
Faruk Hossain
Chun-Hsiang Huang
Dongjun Huang
Michael Ivry
Yupa Janjorn
Akhlkumar Joshi
Lunlon Jumalai Kesuma
Furqan-Ur-Rehman Khwaja
Xavier-Pierre Kneetz
Hwee Khian Mark Lee
Paweena Leelatham
Hui Li
Rui Li
Xianfeng Li
Sila Lenggrapaipan
Kai Liu
Jian Ma
Hasan Maman Mohammed
Mahabub Morshed
Mohammad Farooq Mughal
MD. Wahid Murad
Thu Ha Nghiem
Lee-Siong Ngo
Hoy Anh Nguyen
Benoi Pachot
Chaitanya Patel
Sawann J. Pathange
Indra Prasad Pokhrel
Krithnarong Punsing
Kazi Ashfaqur Rahman
Wen Xiong Ran
Prem Singh Avtar Saini
Chetta Sakkakulwong
Linda Soedarmono
Lina Sofyan
Nanthaporn Srinuwongpanawase
Voonisari Sutanto
Onnicha Suttiprapa
Linda Livida Tai
Choon Hoi, Benjamin Tang
Ebrahim Tinwala
Dharno Tjandra
Luis Armando Torres
Si Sui Michelle Turner
Santima Uchakanokkul
Edward Njoroge Wambui
Hao Wang
Qi Heng Wang
Shumin Wang
Yosephine Sylvia Wibowo
Lantao Yan
E Yang
Sumith Srilanjayanta
Hong Zhang
Jing Zhang
Yurong Zhang
Chongxiao Zhao
Jie Zhao
Iye Zhao
Wei Na Zhu
Master of International Business with Merit
Hardeep Singh Basra
Nayothish Kathavamich
Alita Aikat Nandi
Carl John Pemberton
Sanjeev Bickram Rana
Izumi Takeda
Hirotaka Yamamoto
Fazluz Zaman

Master of Logistics and Operations Management
Saha Labhasriasal
Boje Rasmussen
Anshul Dushyant Vora

Master of Logistics and Operations Management with Merit
Christopher James Colby
Ancharawan Kitvorapong

Master of Quality Management
Peter Iau
Annie Sze Man Tong
Dong Min Wang

Master of Quality Management with Merit
Eric Kristanda Pardede
Ruth Rutherford
Lingzhi Ye

Fellow of the University
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice-Chancellor of the
University, will present as Fellows of the University:
Constance Dennis
Leo Dennis

Conferral in Absentia

Those people whose names appear in the
program, but who are unable to be present at the
ceremony, will be admitted to the awards
for which they have qualified.
Degrees conferred by the University Council
since the July 2000 Graduation Ceremonies

Bachelor of Computer Science
Lee Joon Bong December 2000
Budi Handoko Bong December 2000
Sze Tyng Chen December 2000
Siew Hsiu Chin December 2000
Siew Mui Chiang December 2000
Benny Pau Ng Gaian December 2000
Miah Hong Koh December 2000
Suat Ching Hsi December 2000
Kang Lee Jan December 2000
Chee Kiat Jong December 2000
Chee Yung Kiu December 2000
Erwan Kok December 2000
Chiaw Chian Liew December 2000
Eric Howe wei Lim December 2000
Miah Hong Goh December 2000
Saan Chieng Hii December 2000
Kang Lee Jan December 2000
Chee Kee Jong December 2000
Chie Yung Kiu December 2000
Erwan Kok December 2000
Chiaw Chian Liew December 2000
Eric Howe wei Lim December 2000
Miah Hong Goh December 2000
Saan Chieng Hii December 2000
Kang Lee Jan December 2000
Chee Kee Jong December 2000
Chie Yung Kiu December 2000

Bachelor of Information Technology
Gai Hong Tan December 2000
Hok Song Ong December 2000
Chan Hui Leong December 2000
Swet Hock Ang December 2000

Graduate Certificate in Adult Career Development
Julie Ann Jeffriess October 2000

Bachelor of Education
Che-Leung Chan December 2000
Sin-Kwan Chan December 2000
On-Man Paul Cheung December 2000
Lai-Kuen Chung December 2000
Wei-tp Victor Ho December 2000
Lina Jayaprapaksh December 2000
Alfred Lee December 2000
Wai Fung Joseph Leung December 2000
Kwong-Ching Pun December 2000
Wai-Wai Eva Tang December 2000
Hing-Sang Tse December 2000
Kwok-Wing Tang December 2000
Kai-Wu Wang December 2000
Caleb Woo December 2000
Sun Chi Clara Ho December 2000

Master of Education
Dennis Aravin Mohammadinata August 2000
Franzues Yvonne Falch August 2000
Khairul Haque Chowdhury October 2000
Yucin Chen October 2000
Linda Jane Murdock October 2000
Ibrahim Hakan Yilmaz August 2000
Khalid Abdulla Al-Atzi October 2000
Abdulla M.Ahmedou October 2000
Richard Godwin October 2000
Sejad Hashi Movafi Jahromi October 2000
Farzad Mahboudi October 2000
Mohammad Ramnendas October 2000
Enis Timmicken Tan October 2000
Hai-En Tsuei October 2000
Abolfazl Soltani October 2000
Khalid Abdulla Al-Atzi October 2000
Abdulla M.Ahmedou October 2000
Richard Godwin October 2000
Sejad Hashi Movafi Jahromi October 2000
Farzad Mahboudi October 2000
Mohammad Ramnendas October 2000
Enis Timmicken Tan October 2000
Hai-En Tsuei October 2000
Abolfazl Soltani October 2000

Doctor of Philosophy
Howard Knox Worner, CBE, DSc, DEng Med, Hon DSc, Newcastle (NSW), Hon DSc, La Trobe, ARSM, CEng, FA A, FTS, Hon M Aus IMM, Hon FIE Aust, FRACI, Hon FAIE, FIM, IMM, MAIME
Daniel Tague, DipElec/ Mech Eng, CEng
John Henry Aistall, OBE, CHM
MA (Hons) Luigi Strano

Honorary Graduates

Honorary Graduates
Updated December 2000

1976
DSc
Professor Charles A M Gray (dec'd), Hon JMN, BSc ME, Syd, Hon DSc UNS W, CEng

1977
DLitt
Edgar Boyle (dec'd)

1978
DSc
Sir Ian Munro McLennan, KBE, CBE, BEE, Melb, Hon DEng Melb and N'cle (NSW)

1980
DLitt
Walter Pike, BA, Exec, MA, DipPA, Lond, DipEd Camb, FACE

1981
DLitt
Linday Michael Birt, AO, CBE, BSc, PhD, MPhil, Hon LLD, SHEFF, Hon DSc, NSW and Qld, FTS, Hon D UnI. C Sturt

1984
DLitt
Sir Richard Kirby, LLB Syd

1985
DSc
Thistle Yolette Stead

1988
DSc
Howard Knox Worner, CBE, DSc, DEng Med, Hon DSc, Newcastle (NSW), Hon DSc, La Trobe, ARSM, CEng, FA A, FTS, Hon M Aus IMM, Hon FIE Aust, FRACI, Hon FAIE, FIM, IMM, MAIME

1989
DLitt
Brian Somerville Gillett, BA, DipEd Syd, ACES

1991
DLitt
The Rt Honourable Sir John Grey Gorton, GCMB, AC, CH, MA, OBE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Franco Belgiorno-Nettis, CBE AM, BSc Turin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>LLD</td>
<td>The Honourable Robert Marsden Hope, AC CMG LLB Syd, QC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geoffrey Sawyer (dec'd), BA, LLM, Melb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>John Arthur Passmore, AC, MA Hon DLitt, Sydney, Hon DLitt MGr, FAHA, FASSA, FBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Professor Roger Robert Woodward, AC, OM (Pol.), CBE, D.Mus (Hon) (Syd), D.Litt (Hon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NE, LLD (Hon) (Ala)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DCA (Hon) W'gong Stz, Ch. Nat. Ak. Mus. Warsaw, Cz. K. (TIFC) Warsaw, DSCM, GSTC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Emeritus Professor Raymond Chambers, AO, BEd DSc Econ Hon DSc Newcastle (NSW), FCMA, FASSA, Hon LLD (Ducan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Most Reverend Richard Henry Goodhew, ThL AustCo//Theol (Hons) W'gong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LLD</td>
<td>The Honourable Justice Jane Mathews, LLB, Sydney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>LLD</td>
<td>Patricia June O'Shanne, LLB, LLM (Syd), A.M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Guy Kendall White, MSC (Syd), DPhil (Oxf), FInstP FAIP, FAA, FASSA, FBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Professor Dorothy L Mones, AOM, BSc (Syd), Dip Admin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emeritus Professor Kenneth R. McKinnon, AUA, Adj. BA, BEd Qld, EdD, Hon DLitt, Hon W'gong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D.Litt Hon, NSW, D.Litt Hon, Deakin, D.Univ.Hon, (JCUC), FACE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>John Stocker, MBBS, PhD Melb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DCA</td>
<td>Herbert Flugelman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Honourable Barry Owen Jones AO, MA, LLB Melb, DLitt UTS, DSc, Macq, DUniv S, Cross, FAOA, FAHA, FTSE, FRSA, Lend, FANZA, AAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Honourable, John Holden Wotton, AC, QC, BA, LLB, Sydney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DCA</td>
<td>Arthur Merle Bloomfield Boyd (dec'd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>DLitt</td>
<td>Merion Frances Fox, AM, BFD Sturt CAE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Richard Merle Lambrecht, BS Organs, PhD Nebraska</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>DCA</td>
<td>Richard Leo Tognetti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DCA</td>
<td>Guy Wilkie Warren</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Richard Leo Tognetti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Guy Wilkie Warren</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Rosemary Stanton, OAM, BSc, C Nutrition/Diet, GDip Admin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Emeritus Professors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Austin Keane (dec'd), MSc, Syd, PhD NSW, DSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Kenneth Alan Blakey, BA NZ, MSc, Lond, BCom, Melb, DPhil, Oxf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Geoffrey Brissone, MSc, Melb, PhD Sheff, MA (Hons) GradDip, W'gong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>LLD</td>
<td>R Barry Lead, AM, Officer des Palmes Academiques, French Govt, Hon D.Litt USQ, MA, DipEd, Syd, PhD Qld, BD M.C.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Brian H Smith, BE, PhD, Adj, MIEE, FIEAust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Peter Desmond Rousch, BA, BED, Melb, PhD, Wayne State, FACE, FAIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Ian William Chubb, MSc, DPhil, Oxf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>J Lauchlan Carter Chipman, MA, LLB, Melb, BPhil, DPhil, Oxf, DipTertiaryEd, NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>James S Hagan, BA, DipEd, Syd, PhD, ANU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Barry Conygham, MA (Hons) Syd, DNa, Melb, Helen Garnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Professor Kenneth R. McKinnon, AUA, Adj, BA, BEd Qld, EdD, Hon DLitt, Hon W'gong, D.Litt Hon, NSW, D.Litt Hon, Deakin, D.Univ.Hon, (JCUC), FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Hugh Bradlow (Eng), Cape T, DPhil, Oxf, FTSE, MIEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Murray Wilson MA, NZ, MA, W, PhD, Melb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>James Edward Falk, BSc, PhD, Monash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>John Goldring, BA, LLB, Sydney, LLM, Col, Barrister, NSW, Barrister and Solicitor, ACT and PNG, Peter Arnold, BE, PhD, NSW, DSc, FTSE, FIEAust, CPEng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>William John Lovegrove, BA, PhD, Qld, MA, PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gary John Ander, BE, PhD, UNSW, MIEE, FIEAust, CPEng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DSc</td>
<td>Dudley Jackson, BA, BPhil, Oxf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James Wieland, BA (Hons) WA, MA, PhD, Qu, Med</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Follows of the University

1985  Francis Neville Arkell (dec'd)
      Ethel Haskins Hayton (dec'd)
      Hon. Lawrence B. Kelly AM
      Mervyn Francis Xavier Nixon (dec'd)

1986  John Forrest Haymen Clark, AM, BMechE, Medl, FIEAust
      Burton Challice Moldrich, BA, CEng, Dip Tertiary Ed NE
      Robert John Butler Pearson, (dec'd) AM, FIM, AMTC, MAusIMM, FIMMA, FAIM

1988  John Frederick Bell
      Colin Denley
      Gerald Anthony Freed, BSc, MIBME, BSc(Hons) Man0, MIBME, FAIM C.Eng, SMIE(Aust)
      Winifred Joyce Mitchell, BA, MA, NE, PhD NSW
      John Eveleigh, DipFEA, Slade Lond, FRSA, DCA, W'gong

1990  Efrem Bonacina, OAM
      Giulia Bonacina, REM
      Herbert Flugelmann
      Ferdinando Lelli

1991  Des Davis, BA, Syd, MA, Newcastle (NSW)
      Harold Hanson, AM
      Raymond E Holehuaro, BD Lond, Thl, MTh Aust Coll Theol
      James Barry Kelly, FAIM

1992  Edward Walter Tobin
      Cornelius Harris Martin, AO (dec'd)

1993  Noel Gordon Diffey, BBus Riv
      Dr Sultan Aly, MBBS, Karachi, BSc, Punjab
      Peter George Kell

1994  Ronald William John Robinson James, (dec'd) AM, MBE (Syd)
      John Charles Steinke, BA, MA, Calif
      Robert William Upfold, BEME, PhD, NSW, ASTC, CEng, CPeng, FIEAust, MIMech, AM Aus IMM
      Ir Djoko Subagyo, BEng, Moscow
      Russ Munro Walker
      Walter Wilson Jervis

1995  Jeremy Kitson Ellis, BA, Oxf
      Vincent J Cincotta, BS, Ed/Mod Lang, Fordham, MA, It Lit, Columbia, NDEA
      Dip Appl Ling C, Conn S C, DML, It Sp Grad Lang Schs, Middlebury
      David Campbell
      Mavis Miller, BA, MStudFreqIt
      Graham Parker

1996  Winifred Lily Ward, AM, BA (Hons) PhD
      Ronald James Broadfoot, BSc, ANZL, Dip Ed, UNW, Red Med UnE, PhD, Sud
      Paul Edward James, BE (Mech) UNSW, FIE Aust, FAusIMM
      Patricia Mowbray
      Shirley Nixon, BA (Hons), W'gong, Grad Dip, Ed Sc, Admin, NSW
      Ian McMaster, BE (Met), Medl, ME, Newcastle (NSW)
      George Malby, BA, Syd

1997  Kenneth Eardley Baumber, BSc, St. And.
      June Llewellyn Hope
      Beverley Ann Lawson (dec'd) APM, Assoc Dip Admin
      Rod Orley, BBus, Asst Dip, Ed, FCPS, FAIM, FIMM
      Robert Duncan Somerville, AQ, LLB, Syd
      Kevin Edward Turnbull, BA, Dip Tertiary Ed NE, Dip Ed
      Nancy Una Reynolds OAM
      Winifred Bullsmith OAM
      David John Waters OAM

1998  Stephen Edward John Anderson MB, BS, Syd, BSc MBA
      Keith William Phillips OAM, BA, Dip Ed
      John Neville Skipp, BA, Dip Ed, Macq, Dip Archiv Admin, NSW, AALIA
      Keith Phillip Tognotto, BE, MEngSc, NSW, PhD
      Alex Whitworth, BA, (Hons), Medl, MBA, NSW

1999  Peter George Wood, BSc, Dip Ed, Syd
      John Terence Flanagan, BSc, UNSW, BD Melbourne College of Divinity
      Peter Robertson, MLogOpMgmt W'gong

2000  William Hilzinger
Welcome to the University of Wollongong
Alumni Community

Congratulations on the successful completion of your studies. Graduation marks the conclusion of one stage of your association with the University of Wollongong and the continuation of a lifelong relationship through the Alumni Association.

Membership of the Alumni Association is automatic upon graduation. You are now an alumnus - a Latin word meaning "former student".

As a member of the University's national and international alumni community, we will endeavour to maintain active and ongoing links with you and provide you with information on a range of professional, lifelong learning and networking activities.

You may also choose to be a financial member of the Alumni Association which will entitle you to further benefits.

Please keep the Alumni Office informed of your contact details, and let us know how we can help you in your future careers.

University of Wollongong Alumni Association
Building 36
Northfields Avenue
Wollongong NSW 2522
Tel (02) 4221 3249
Fax (02) 4221 3228
International: 61 2 + the number
Email: alumni@uow.edu.au